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Abstract. This work achieves an efficient acquisition of scenes and their depths
along long streets. A camera is mounted on a vehicle moving along a path and a
sampling line properly set in the camera frame scans the 1D scene continuously
to form a 2D route panorama. This paper extends a method to estimate depth
from the camera path by analyzing the stationary blur in the route panorama.
The temporal stationary blur is a perspective effect in parallel projection yielded
from the sampling slit with a physical width. The degree of blur is related to the
scene depth from the camera path. This paper analyzes the behavior of the
stationary blur with respect to camera parameters and uses adaptive filtering to
improve the depth estimation. It avoids feature matching or tracking for
complex street scenes and facilitates real time sensing. The method also stores
much less data than a structure from motion approach does so that it can extend
the sensing area significantly.
Keywords: Depth from stationary blur, route panorama, 3D sensing.

1 Introduction
For pervasive archiving and visualization of large-scale urban environments,
mosaicing views from a translating camera and obtaining depth information has
become an interesting topic in recent years. Along a camera path, however,
overlapping consecutive 2D images perfectly is impossible due to the inconsistent
motion parallax from drastically changed depths in urban environments. Approaches
to tackle this problem so far include (1) 1D-2D-3D approach [1] that collects slit
views continuously from a translating camera under a stable motion on a vehicle. The
generated route panorama (RP) [2][3][4] avoids image matching and stitching.
Multiple route panoramas from different slits are also matched to locate 3D features
in the 3D space [1][4][5][6]. (2) 2D-3D-2D approach that mosaics 2D images through
matching, 3D estimation [7], and re-projection to a 2D image. If scenes are close to a
single depth plane, photomontage can select scenes seamlessly [8] to result in a multiperspective projection image. Alternatively, images at intermediate positions can also
be interpolated to form a parallel-perspective image [9]. (3) 3D-1D-2D approach
obtains a long image close to perspective images at each local position. The 1D
sampling slit is shifted dynamically [10] according to a dominant depth measured by
laser [11][12] or the image velocity in a video volume [13][14][15][16].
This work aims to scan long route panoramas and the depth with a 1D slit as it is
the simplest approach without image matching. We analyze the stationary blur
[2][24] ⎯ a perspective effect in the parallel projection due to using a non-zero width
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slit. The degree of blurring is related to the scene depth from the camera path as well
as the camera parameters [17]. By using differential filters to evaluate the contrast in
the RP against the original contrast in the image, we can obtain depth measure at
strong spatial-temporal edges. This paper further adjusts camera parameters such as
the vehicle speed, camera focal length and resolution to increase the blur effect, which
gains the sensitivity of the method and improve the depth estimation. Adaptive
filtering for various depths is implemented to reduce the depth errors.
In the next section, we first extend the path to a general curve to obtain a geometric
projection of the route panoramas. Then we analyze the physical model of the slit
scanning and introduce the stationary blur in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to a
depth calculation method and Section 5 develops a filtering approach adaptive to
various depths. Section 6 introduces the experiments followed with a conclusion.

2 Acquisition of Route Panoramas Along Streets in Urban Areas
We define the slit-scanning scheme model along a smooth camera path on a
horizontal plane. A video camera is mounted on a four-wheeled vehicle moving at a
speed V. Denoting the camera path by S(t) in a global coordinate system where t is the
scanning time in frame number, such a path is an envelope of circular segments with
changing curvature κ(t), where κ(t)=0 for a straight segment. The vehicle keeps V=|V|
as constant as possible and the variation can be obtained from GPS.
In order to produce good shapes in a route panorama, a vertical Plane of Scanning
(PoS) is set in the 3D space through the camera focal point as the camera moves along
a path. This ensures that vertical lines in the 3D space appear vertically in the route
panorama even if the camera is on a curved path.

Fig. 1. A section of 2D RP from slit scanning. Different horizontal contrasts appear at different
depths.

To create the route panorama, we collect temporal data continuously from the slit
of one pixel width, which generates an RP image with time t coordinate horizontally
and the slit coordinate y vertically (Fig. 1). A fixed sampling rate m (frame/sec),
normally selected as the maximum reachable rate of the camera, is used for the
scanning.
At each instance or position on the path, a virtual camera system O-XYZ(t) can be
set such that the image frame is vertical and the X axis is aligned with the moving
direction V. Within each PoS, we can linear-transform data on the slit l to a vertical
slit l’ in O-XYZ(t). This converts a general RP to a basic one that has a vertical and
smooth image surface along the camera path. A 3D point P(X,Y,Z) in O-XYZ(t) has
the image projection as
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I ( x, y, t ) : x = Xf Z , y = Yf Z

(1)

where f is the camera focal length. The projection of P in the basic RP is
then I (t , y ) = I ( x, y, t ) ' , calculated by
x∈l

I (t , y ) : t = S r , y = Yf Z , r = V m

(2)

where V=|V|, S=|S|, and r (meter/frame) is the camera sampling interval on the path.
We define a path-oriented description of the camera rather than using viewpoint
orientated representation. As depicted in Fig. 2, the camera moves on a circular path
with a radius of curvature R=1/κ, where κ<0, κ=0, and κ>0 for convex, linear, and
concave paths, respectively. The camera translation and rotation velocities are
V(V,0,0) and Ω(0,β,0), where β is a piece-wised constant related to the vehicle
steering status and is estimated from GPS output. Because V is along the tangent of
the path, a four-wheeled vehicle has a motion constraint as
V =

∂ S (t )
= Rβ
∂t

(3)

where R and β have the same sign.

Fig. 2. Relation of circular path segments and the camera coordinate systems. (a) Convex path
where R<0 and β<0, and (b) Concave path where R>0 and β>0.

On the other hand, the relative velocity of a scene point P(X, Y, Z) to the camera is
∂ P (t )
= −V + Ω × P (t )
∂t

∂( X (t) Y(t) Z(t))
= −(V 0 0) + (0 β 0) × ( X (t) Y(t) Z(t))
∂t

(4)
(5)

When the point is viewed through the slit at time t, i.e., the point is on PoS, we have
∂ X (t )
= −V + β Z ( t )
∂t

∂ Y (t )
=0
∂t

β Z (t )
∂ Z (t )
= − β X (t ) = −
∂t
tan α

using tanα=X/Z. Taking temporal derivative of (1), the image velocity v is

(6)
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v=

∂X ∂t
∂X ∂t
∂ Z (t ) ∂ t
∂x
∂ Z (t ) / ∂ t
= f
− fX
= f
−x
2
∂t
Z (t )
Z (t )
Z (t )
Z (t )
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(7)

Filling in the results from (5) and (6) into (7), we obtain the image velocity on slit l as
v=−

f (V − β Z ( t ))
xβ
fV
V
x
+
=−
+ (f +
)
Z (t )
Z (t ) R
tan α
tan α

(8)

From (8), the depth Z(t) and the 3D point can be obtained by
Z (t ) =

f 2V

fV
=
V
x
V
(f +
)− v
(f
R
tan α
R

2

X (t ) =

+ x ) − fv
2

Z (t )
tan α

, Y (t ) = Z (t ) y

(9)

f

where image velocity v<0 and slit position x=f× tanα. For a linear motion where β=0
(R=∞), (9) yields
X (t ) = − f

V
v tan α

Y (t ) = −

Vy
v

Z (t ) = − f

V
v

(10)

which is a traditional formula for depth calculation. These equations clarify the depth
related to the image velocity at the sampling slit.

3 Stationary Blur and Different Sampling Ranges
In the route panorama, we observed an image blur along the t direction on distant
scenes, scenes on the concave side of a curved path, and scenes captured when the
vehicle slows down. This blur, not appearing in a perspective projection image, can
be seen in Fig. 1 on a distant house and backyard trees. The ideal projection model
discussed in Sec. 2 cannot interpret this blur because the projection assumes a zerowidth slit; the PoS through the slit is extremely thin and the sampling positions are
infinitively dense along a camera path. In a real situation as depicted in Fig. 3(a), the
slit has a physical width and a RP is generated from a series of narrow perspective
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Fig. 3. Real projection of a route panorama (top view) and the stationary blur. (a) Different
ranges of sampling with consecutive cones on a camera path. (b) Simulation of projecting an
ideal step edge from all depths (0-256m) to short RPs (15 pixels wide) for Zj = 8, 16, 32, 64m.
The edge intensity distributions are piled with respect to depth.
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Table 1. Depth related image properties

Depth

Sampling
range

Image
velocity

Trace slope
in EPI

Scene
sampling

Blurs

Feature
width in RP

Z>Zj

Overlapped
sampling
Justsampling

|v|<1

>π/4

|v|=1

=π/4

Stationary
blur in RP
No blur

wider than in
image
Same as in
image

|v|>1

<π/4

Overlapped
sampling
neither missing
nor overlapping
scenes
Missing some
details

Motion blur
in images

Shorter than in
image

Z=Zj

Z<Zj

Undersampling

projections. Different depths, classified as just-sampling depth, under-sampling range,
and overlapped-sampling range, have different sampling characteristics [17].
For scenes at the just-sampling depth, Zj, their slit views are connected in the RP
without scene overlapping just as in normal perspective projection. In the undersampling range (Z<Zj), however, consecutive slit views cannot cover the space
completely. Small features might be missed in the sampled RP, which may cause
aliasing on high frequency scenes. On the contrary, a scene farther than Zj is covered
by multiple slit views, which yields an overlapped-sampling. The radiance from a 3D
point contributes to multiple slits and this causes a stationary blur. If the point is at an
edge, the intensities around it repeat along the time axis and result in a lower contrast
distribution in the RP than in the image. Table 1 summarizes the properties of the RP
related to depths.

4 Depth Estimation from Blurs in Route Panoramas
The stationary blur visible in the RP is sufficient to separate different depth layers by
humans. Assuming the same vehicle speed and camera sampling rate, a simulation in
Fig. 3(b) also shows the stationary blur related to the depth. One can notice that an
edge becomes more blurred as the depth increases, even with different just-sampling
depths. A question then arises as to whether the depth, or at least depth layers, can be
computed inversely from the degree of the blur. Theoretically, the intensity formation
of the RP undergoes two phases: the first is the convolution of a function G(0,W) of
the cone with scenes and the second is the sampling at discrete locations. Width W of
the cone is proportional to scene depth Z (Fig. 3(a)). The degree of blurring is thus
related to the depth in terms of W.
We first examine depth estimation from the stationary blur. Although the stationary
blur is related to the depth, the contrast distribution in the RP is insufficient to
determine the depth independently if the original spatial contrast is unknown. To
obtain spatial contrast for points in the RP, we calculate differential value ∂I(x)/∂x=Ix
around the slit in the images as the route panorama is scanned. Ix(t,y) is obtained at slit
l if we widen the sampling slit to include several neighboring pixels. We also obtain
temporal contrast within the route panorama by calculating ∂I(t)/∂t=It, which reflects
the contrast change after the stationary blurring. The ratio of the spatial and temporal
differentials can be related to the image velocity v because
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v=

I (t , y )
∂x
∂I ∂t
=−
=− t
I x (t , y )
∂t
∂I ∂x
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(11)

Thus the depth at point (t,y) can be computed locally from two blurs (or equivalently
contrasts) and vehicle translational and rotational parameters according to (10). The
measure of v from spatial and temporal differentials is similar to depth from optical
flow but is performed along the RP rather than in the images.
Because Ix and It are unreliable at low contrast points, two additional feature
selection steps are added. (a) To avoid disturbance from features at a different height
due to the vehicle shaking and waving, we avoid near-horizontal features in the depth
estimation, i.e.,|∂I(t,y)/∂y|<δy where δy is a threshold. (b) The original contrast level
affects Ix and It and then their ratio. We select reliable edges with high contrasts either
in temporal or in spatial domain for depth estimation. A spatial-temporal gradient
g(t,y) influenced neither from motion blur nor stationary blur is calculated as

g (t , y) = ( I x (t , y)) 2 + ( I t (t , y)) 2

(12)

Feature points satisfying g(t,y)>δ are selected for depth estimation.
Using local data to yield depth instantly can avoid many complex issues such as
occlusion, dynamic objects, and lack of feature in sensing outdoor scenes. On the
other hand, the local image velocities may still produce unreliable depth because of
the measure in a narrow region around the slit and the digitalized errors in intensities.
One can also implement a global method to evaluate blurs of a region for depth if an
RP can be segmented successfully [17], because a global approach uses more
evidence and the result will be more robust.

5 Increasing Sensitivity of Depth Measure and Adaptive Filtering
How to improve the estimation of blur with more stable filters? It is noticeable in Fig.
3(b) that the degree of blurring or contrast may not be sensitive to the depth change
because of the nature of convolution with the sampling cone. The sensitivity of depth
from stationary blur also depends on the just-sampling depth (Fig. 3(b)). A large Zj
makes the projection close to an ideal parallel-perspective projection, while a small Zj
increases the perspective effect in the RP and the stationary blur. The just-sampling
depth is further determined from the camera focal length f and the image resolution
according to Fig. 3(a). A large f leads to a large Zj, and yields insignificant contrast
changes with respect to the depth variation. All of these can be quantified as:
W=

rZ Zj = rf, thus W = Z / f or Z = fW
Zj

(13)

Although a large f is preferred for an ideal parallel-perspective projection image
without the stationary blur (Fig. 3(b)), a parallel projection contains less distance
information. Hence, depth measured under a small f can improve the depth accuracy.
We should enhance perspective effect of the physical slit by reducing Zj as follows:
(1) selecting a wide angle lens optically, which also fits the goal of route scanning to
take high buildings into the RP; (2) summarize several pixel lines into one line that
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reduces the slit resolution. In general, the vehicle speed, camera sampling rate, and
path curvature cannot be changed freely onsite due to the path (street) and device
limitations.

Fig. 4. Relation of the camera focal length and the image velocity when viewing the same
scene. The figure illustrates two camera focal lengths resulting in different FOVs as well as
cones in (a) and (b) respectively. Top, RPs, and EPI images are depicted in order. Traces of two
objects in the EPI have orientations corresponding to the image velocities.

As depicted in the Epipolar plane image (EPI) of Fig. 4, the trace of a feature at Zj
has angle π/4 in penetrating the RP according to the definition of just-sampling depth.
If we increase focal length f under a fixed image resolution, the image velocity also
increases. If Zj is close to infinity, the cone approaches a line of sight on the PoS. All
feature traces become parallel and horizontal in the EPI (|v|→∞ according to (10));
the perspective effect disappears. Inversely, if f is reduced, the image velocity is
lowered under the same vehicle speed V (see (10)). In Fig. 4(b), a shorter f results in a
larger cone and a wider image FOV. This yields more vertical traces in the EPI than
in Fig. 4(a), because the FOV in Fig. 4(a) is now reduced in Fig. 4(b). Eventually, the
shorter the f, the more the stationary blur appears in the RP. The widths of features at
distant depths are also extended.
To obtain stable temporal contrast It(t, y), we also examine the data coherence in
the RP. Under the thin perspective projection model of slits, a distant edge is wider in
the RP than a close edge. If scene depth is far, a small size filter applied horizontally
on the RP cannot detect subtle changes for It(t, y); it may result in zero or only few
levels due to the digitized error. This affects the depth accuracy at distant range. We
thus utilize wide filters in the temporal domain and the outputs are scaled by the filter
sizes. Such a filter catches detailed changes of It(t, y) in a longer duration for finer
levels of depth. At a close range, however, a large filter may include some distant
background when it filters a close occluding edge. Hence, a small size filter is better
in locating depth of close features in the RP.
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We prepare a set of differential filters, ∂G(0,Wi)/∂t, to compute It(t, y) adaptively,
where G is Gaussian distribution and Wi=5, 9, 13 pixels. Starting with the largest size
filter, we detect It(t, y) at distant edges. Only strong edges at both distant and close
ranges will respond. Then, we apply a smaller filter and then the smallest one on the
RP consecutively. These filters will no longer respond to distant features but response
to close features that are narrow and sharp in the RP. If the new output at a point
becomes lower, the point must be far away and the previous value is kept. If the
output is higher than the previous one, the feature is a close or detailed one and It(t,y)
is updated accordingly.

6 Systems and Experiments
Our strategy for the depth estimation is based on the local stationary blur in the RP
against the contrast captured in the images, along with the vehicle motion V, R (or β)
from GPS that records the path information independently. Using separate sensors for
motion parameters are crucial for a sustainable sensing system; this prevents failures
in the image-based motion estimation due to lack of features or existence of complex
features (e.g., full of occlusions from trees, poles and buildings on the street).
We have driven a vehicle through a number of streets to record route panoramas.
We keep the calculation of the spatial differential within a stripe around at the slit that
is much smaller than the image patches used in feature matching and stitching by
other approaches. The motion blur may affect feature matching in the structure from
motion. With the route panorama, however, no additional processing of the motion
blur is required. Our filtering method uses g(t,y) that is invariant to the motion blur in
feature selection.
To increase the FOV and stationary blur, and reduce under-sampling at close
scenes as well, we use wide angle lenses (30mm conversion lens attached to 44mm
camcorder lens) during the scanning. We have also tried a fish-eye lens to create
maximum stationary blur optically, however, the image quality of RP is not
guaranteed for visualization (scenes getting very small). If the sampling speed of the
slit can be maintained, we can average pixels in a wider image stripe (3, 5, 9, …
pixels wide) to obtain the slit data for depth estimation in real time, keeping the fine
slit of one pixel wide for generating the RP for visualization. The slit sampling rate is
60 fps for a video camera and the vehicle speed is about at 15~36 km/hr. Along with
the short focal length of camera, a slow move of the vehicle determines a short justsampling depth Zj. The just-sampling depth is roughly set at the front face of
buildings and houses, but it is hardly controllable onsite dynamically. The vehicle can
move faster at 45 km/hr if side scenes are predicted to have large depths, because the
image velocities of scenes can still be low. The maximum height of the RP is 640
pixels and can be increased if a high definition camera is used.
An example of the depth is shown in Fig. 5, where three depth layers such as front
trees and parked cars, front face of houses, and backyard trees and houses are
included. The contributions of the depth from adaptive filters of three sizes for It are
also displayed partially in colors. We can notice in Fig. 6 the depths of distant scenes
are more calculated from a wide filter, while close and detailed scenes are from the
small filters (see large images in [25]).
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Fig. 5. Depth estimation by an adaptive filter. Bright points are closer than dark ones. Houses in
the continuous RP show their depth differences from backyard trees and front trees.

Fig. 6. Depths calculated from three filters of different sizes are displayed in R, G, B channels.
Red and yellow points (on front trees and brick details) are calculated from small and median
size filters. Blue and cyan points (back trees) indicate their depths are from large and median
filters.

To verify the obtained depth data at strong temporal-spatial edges in Fig. 5, we fill
empty areas as much as possible to form depth regions (Fig. 7) such that houses and
distant trees identifiable. Note that this filling is different from building a complete
model and may be less precise than the measure because no segmentation has been
implemented. In the result, many glass windows have a more distant depth measured
(darker than house fronts), which is correct because scenes reflected from the mirror
windows have more than doubled distances from the path. Some variation of the
depth is given in Fig. 8. We can notice that the house fronts with solid edges have
relatively small error while distant trees may have a large variation in their depths.

Fig. 7. Depth map with empty points filled up for verification. According to the measured
depths at points with strong values of spatial-temporal gradient, horizontal and then vertical
interpolation are carried out in order.
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Fig. 8. Estimating depths of edges and their variances in vertical planes. (a) Regions outlined
from Fig. 7 to examine depth values, (b) Means and variances of depth values in the specified
regions, (c) Sorted means (the horizontal axis is region index).

7 Conclusion
This work developed a depth estimation approach for urban streets based on the
stationary blur in the route panoramas. Through an elaborate analysis of blurs,
motion, and image sampling, we proposed an algorithm that generates depth layers
efficiently according to the sharpness in the route panorama compared to the original
image sharpness. The adaptive filtering of the route panorama avoids feature
matching and tracking, which is less influenced from occlusion, motion blur, and
other complex situations confronted in complex urban environments. From the data
storage perspective, the stored spatial differential image and route panorama are much
smaller in size than the image sequence for stitching and the EPIs for tracking; this
compactness benefits system development.
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